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SUMMARY OF THIS REPORT: 

During the last 15 months, Victoria Natural History Society's Green Spaces Project 
(GSP) volunteers contributed about 1,135 hours to conduct a detailed survey of, and to 
map the ecological and other natural aspects of all the Department of National Defence 
lands, over which Royal Roads University now has custody. 

The site has three main ecological (and geological) zones: the older (and old growth) 
forest clad plateau above and to the south, west and north of the main built campus area; 
a much smaller bedrock outcrop zone in the southeast corner; and the large riparian 
seepage zone on a wide arc perimeter abutting Esquimalt Lagoon west of Cottonwood 
Creek. Within these general zones are a rich variety of geological, ecological and 
culturally modified sub-systems and conditions, worthy of interest, and many worthy of 
further study. 



Where logging has taken place, most of it was done over 100 years ago, and the site is 
still richly endowed with true old growth trees. Indeed of the largest coastal Douglas firs 
measured on the site, 7 would qualify among the top 11 largest diameter trees of that type 
in the Province. The forest and its under-story, especially on the west side of the site, is 
generally varied and healthy. 

Riparian aspects ofthe.site also vary from the merging fresh and salt (tide) water estuary 
conditions at the mouth of Cottonwood Creek, to the large seepage zone caused by the 
draining of the plateau that forms the upland part of this site, and extends far beyond. 
Even the seepage zone has considerable ecological and geological variety, resulting from 
occasional slight, erosion caused, land rises that allow enough soil aeration to support 
some non-riparian ecosystems. On one of these is probably the last outpost of Sitka 
spruce on southeastern Vancouver Island. · 

Much of the interface between the plateau and the riparian seepage zone consists of what 
appears to be an actively, but slowly eroding, in-forest escarpment, seepage at the base of 
which carries the sediments away and causes further slippages. This is a condition that is 
unknown to us and may be rare. Two post ice-age kettles, caused by slow melting ice 
lenses, were found , both in excellent condition. · 

The site was found to be surprisingly rich and varied from an ecological standpoint. 
Also, many new archaeological features were found there. It is one of only three 
similarly sized diverse sites that touch the urban containment boundaries of Greater 
Victoria. As such, given the high ecological quality and both the containment and 
connectivity of this site with respect to other nearby green/blue spaces, it would make a 
fine "Stanley Park" type nature preserve, being easily accessible from the adjacent, 
planned major high density residential/commercial area in this part of Col wood. 

Details of all GSP survey findings are contained on accompanying maps, feature lists and 
in the more detailed general report. 

The GSP strongly recommends the preservation and at some locations, enhancement of 
all natural features on this site. It recommends that future campus development be 
concentrated only in already disturbed parts of the site. 

DETAILED REPORT: 

PURPOSE: 

There are only two other remaining naturally forested sites of this size, apparent age, 
complexity and state of preservation, abutting the urban containment boundary of Greater 

·. Victoria. They are Thetis Lake Park and Mount Douglas Park. Both are very different 
from this site in both geological and ecological characteristics. Major high density urban 
development is intended to take place soon in Colwood, immediately adjacent to parts of 
this site, and human population is forecast to continue to grow exponentially in the 
region. This site is apparently surplusio Department of National Defense requirements, 
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and is thus vulnerable to disposal (and then possible destruction of its natural values) if 
and when conditions permit. The VNHS Green Spaces Project's steering committee 
(GSP) considered it important to determine and assess the natural history values that may 
exist on this site, and ensure they are fully considered and given appropriate weight, in 
any discussions about the future of this site. · 

PROJEST SCOPE: 

The GSP has conducted extensive natural history surveys continuously since 1997, on 
many other sites, including many Department of National defense sites, through a 
dedicated cadre of volunteer amateur and professional naturalists. At this site the GSP 
set out to conduct a general survey, to identify and map any and all significant natural 
history values (this process is further defined as "on-site systematic determination and 
exposition of significant aspects of nature and its natural development over time"). 
While the extent of the survey had to be limited to what could be done with the time and 
resources available, no limits were placed on the direction the survey team's inquiries 
would go. That is, provided they were relevant to the future of the site and met the 
definition of a natural history survey. 

37 days were spent by survey teams (of3 to 4 people each) conducting the on-site field 
survey. This, plus the preparatory work, the resultant manual mapping of the collected 
field data, further research and other tasks that have culminated in this report, have 
consumed approximately 1,135 volunteer hours over 15 months. The GSP Steering 
Committee congratulates and thanks its volunteers for a job well done here. 

METHODOLOGY: 

Due to the property's large size and the layout of many internal roadways that bisect its 
forests, the site was surveyed in 9 separate, more easily manageable blocks. For each 
block (usually bounded by a combination of roads and outer boundary fences), a bare 
"subset" cadastral map with UTM coordinates, was prepared by us for use by otir field 
volunteers, from an overall map provided by the Canadian Forest Service. 

The survey was conducted by way of a series of measured, consecutive parallel transects 
across each block, all starting from a common baseline for that block, and each separated 
by 50 meters. These transects followed predetermined, consistent UTM easting (or on 
some blocks, depending on the size and shape, northing) coordinates. In the course of 
each transect, observed natural history values were logged according to their measured 
position relative to that transect line and their distance from the base line. After each 
day's survey work, the field data was transposed onto the bare site maps, which were 
ultimately re-consolidated to form the maps accompanying this report. Primary tools 
used included compasses, retractable measuring tapes, laser range finders and a hand held 
GPS device, which could only be relied upon where there was a wide horizon and no 
overhead obstruction of satellite signals 
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While we had intended to conduct a series of detailed plant species inventories at various 
places on the site, time and resources did not permit this. However we did focus our 
attention on some of the larger ecological and geological issues that affect the site, and 
reached several conclusions of considerable importance for not only this site, but for the 
wider community. 

COMPOSITION OF THIS REPORT: 

This year, due to volunteer capacity limitations, we will not provide a digital version of 
our site maps, and as already stated we did not attempt to compile detailed lists of the 
species to be found on this site. Therefore this report is comprised of : 

1. this text document, which attempts to provide the meaning and context of many of the 
elements shown in the following documents, as well as several suggestions about the 
future treatment of the site; · 

2. paper maps of a scale of 1:2500, which show all the site's ecosystem polygons and 
features of interest we found, broken into smaller component areas of the site, to 
result in manageable map sizes that allow for conventional photocopying and easy 
full assembly if required (note: photocopying of both base and finished maps may 
have introduced some map scale distortions); 

3. a complete table of the GPS's definitions of this region's ecosystem types (both 
natural and as may be modified or disturbed), to enable the entire site's array of 

. ecosystem polygons to be mapped and then correctly interpreted by viewers (each 
ecosystem polygon is labeled with an alpha code signifying its general ecosystem 
type, and within that, one or more numerical sub-codes signifying detailed 
descriptions of its character within that type, as interpreted in these tables -where a 
polygon is large enough, a hexagon is used to contain these codes); 

4. a list and description of the special (classifiable as "heritage") trees that we also 
mapped (numbered small rectangles with the prefix "H"), and now recommend be 
accorded "heritage and special protection status" (the list includes "heritage" 
justifications and each tree's UTM location coordinates); 

5. a list of other natural features of interest we found and mapped (numbered small 
rectangles with the prefix "I"), including their descriptions and UTM coordinates; 

6. A list of negative site features we mapped (numbered small rectangles with the prefix 
"N"), including their descriptions and UTM coordinates; and 

7. A list of the archaeological and historical features we found and mapped (numbered 
small rectangles with the prefix "A"), including their descriptions and UTM 
coordinates. 

APPARENT GENERAL COMPOSITION OF THIS SITE: 

Colwood Delta Out-Wash Plateau: 

The northern and western sectors of the Royal Roads site are comprised of part of a 
relatively large and level plateau, that at this site, forms a part of the southeastern limits 
of the post-glacial melt, Colwood out-wash delta. The delta was formed at the end of the 
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last ice age, when rapid melt out-wash flowed southeast, depositing huge quantities of till 
from the ice tongue that flowed south, down Finlayson Arm, through what is now the 
Goldstream Valley. The delta's formation halted when the melt had progressed far 
enough to allow the reversal of flow, through the northward reopening of Goldstream into 
Finlayson Arm of Saanich Inlet. The delta is largely comprised of massive sand and fme 
gravel deposits, extending southeast through Langford and Colwood, from approximately 
Langford, Florence and Glen Lakes. The Colwood delta appears to be roughly contained 
between Mill Hill and Triangle Hill. 

An Old Shoreline and Bleeding of the Plateau's Aquifer: 

An escarpment, possibly an old post-glacial shoreline of what is now Esquimalt Lagoon, 
during a period of higher sea levels, roughly parallels the Lagoon's modem shoreline, 
about 500 meters inland. All along the base of that escarpment and continuing to ooze 
from the more gentle lower slopes, right to the modem shoreline, copious quantities of 
fresh water seep from the porous materials comprising the plateau, even through the most 
dry of summers. Over short distances the flowing multitudinous seepages combine into 
several creeks before they enter the Lagoon. 

Actively Creeping (Eroding) Forest Escarpments: 

In places the escarpment has such a steep slope and has such sheer edges at both its top 
and bottom, that it prompts the conclusion that it must be actively eroding (slowly 
crumbling and being washed away by the seepages). The escarpment is probably thus 
slowly moving further inland, despite medium aged trees anchored to, but finally toppling 
down its steep, compacted sand and gravel slope. This conclusion is reinforced by the 
amount of mineral soil deposits that ribbon among the more dominant biological soil 
deposits in the rivulets and streams that form below the escarpment. The seepages begin 
to emerge right from the base of the escarpment, and immediately show traces of mineral 
soils, leading to the conclusion that the escarpment is being undercut. This is a condition 
we have not encountered before, and while there are no doubt other post glacial out-wash 
plateaus in other environments, with their own till compositions, the creeping escarpment 
may well be rare or even unique to this site. 

Low, Ecologically Different, Islands in the Seepage Zones: 

The lower, gentler slopes below the escarpment are generally thickly covered by riparian 
shrub and tree species. However those areas do contain some slightly higher small 
"islands" where watercourses have worn slightly deeper channels close by, allowing 
sufficient local surface drainage to permit enough soil aeration to support small strips of 
non-riparian vegetation. These "islands" generally run parallel to the stream courses, but 
tend only to be on the up-slope side of them. 

Fresh Water Re-Charge ofEsguimant Lagoon: 
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The quantity of fresh water entering Esquimalt Lagoon from these seepages, year round, 
is probably much greater that from Cottonwood Creek. It mainly drains only the surface 
runoff from the "Col wood delta" plateau. The porosity of sand and gravel would ensure 
rapid absorption of rainfall on most of the Colwood plateau. Cottonwood Creek is 
almost dry during the summers and early autumns each year. The continuous seepages 
are evidence of the abundance and balance reached in the seasonally re-charged Col wood 
delta aquifer. 

Most of the Royal Roads University campus is built on what probably was part of the 
seepage zone, below the prehistoric shoreline. It is artificially drained into a series of 
ponds and then into Esquimalt Lagoon. Indeed at times, water still wells up in the 
basement of Hatley Castle. During the Dunsmuir years some of the present meadows and 
reverted riparian zones were drained for agricultural purposes. There is much evidence 
of the clay piping used for this, in the stream beds in the riparian areas adjacent to 
Esquimalt Lagoon. 

These seepages must be important for maintaining the nature, health and viability of the 
ecological structures in Esquimalt Lagoon. We also believe the rich riparian plant growth 
in the seepage zones provide important habitat for a variety of native fauna. In view of 
the amount of recent urban development nearby on the Col wood delta plateau, and the 
thousands of septic tanks and other sources of gray water draining into its aquifer, it 
would seem prudent to establish a regular monitoring program to determine the 
quality of all fresh water seeping from the aquifer and entering the lagoon. This will 
become even more important as Col wood and Langford population densities increase. 
As an academic establishment with custodial responsibilities for these important seepage 
areas, it may be appropriate for Royal Roads University to offer some research 
based ecological management advice to the Municipality of Colwood, concerning 
that part of the seepage zone extending into its jurisdiction, that may be slated for 
early development. · 

In the same academic spirit and in its own and the broader community's long term 
interests, the University may be well positioned to offer Colwood some advice on 
possible negative impacts on Coburg Peninsula, if plans to stabilize the eroding 
shoreline at Producers' Pit, go ahead to better secure that site for the planned Royal 
Bay development. 

General Conditions East of Cottonwood Creek: 

All of the site's topography west of Cottonwood Creek, is comprised of glacial deposits, 
however bedrock outcrops begin to emerge on the lower slopes of the plateau, east of the 
lower end of Cottonwood Creek, where some mixed woodland and even terrestrial 
herbaceous ecosystems are found. Within the site, along the east side of the northern 
reaches of Cottonwood Creek, and on both sides of College Drive, midway between the 
campus and the Belmont Estate, are sometimes steep, fast draining slopes, clad with 
almost pure stands of Red Cedar. They suggest abundant and fairly constant access to a 
water source that appears somewhat mysterious at such locations.· Possibly the 
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underlying bedrock, which is not evident here, is close enough to the surface to force 
local drainage of Cottonwood plateau/delta aquifer close enough to the surface rooting 
area here. Alternately, nearby undetected off-site kettles (formed from former ice lenses) 
with near impermeable sediment linings, may hold and slowly leak enough sub-surface 
water there to support these species. 

Moisture Loving Tree Species in Surprising Locations: 

At three general locations on top of the plateau, on the west side of the site, are large 
relatively level areas that support mixes of large Hemlocks and Western Red Cedars, with 
a minority of Douglas firs, suggesting fairly constant access to higher moisture levels 
than would be anticipated here. Without a seismic profile of the underlying bedrock and 
any clay layers, and their relationship to surface topography and soils, its difficult to do 
more that speculate on the reasons for this. 

Still Pristine Kettles from Ice Lenses: 

On the west side of the site, we found two kettles, formed from ice lenses at the end of 
the last ice age. Both are in a natural, undamaged condition. Both are easily accessible 
from the site's trail system, and would make interesting educational "demonstration 
tableaus", depicting a part of the geological history of the area. 

SPECIFIC NATURAL AND HUMAN HISTORY FINDINGS: 

Newly Identified Archeological Features: 

We found many archeological features, in addition to those that had already been 
discovered prior to this survey. These include new shell middens, some in quite remote 
locations on the site, suggesting temporary hidden encampments used in times of warfare, 
or perhaps menstrual retreats. We found several culturally modified trees (Douglas firs). 
Such modifications have been confirmed as such, on other sites. We found some 
Soopollalie bushes close to a large and well known midden. They are seldom found here, 
and when they are, they tend to be near old first nations village sites. We speculate that 
they may be an inadvertent, multi generational result of first nations trading with more 
remote first nations peoples from where these plants are more commonplace and were 
well used and traded. 

Near Record Size Old Growth Trees: 

We found many very large (by modem standards) individual old growth trees, mainly 
Douglas firs. These are catalogued, along with their UTM coordinates, in an attached 
"Heritage and Special Trees Report". The diameters of seven of these place them among 
the top eleven in the Province for their species (based on diameters only), according to 
the British Columbia Registry of Big Trees (see table below). We did not measure their 
height or canopy spread, so their actual rankings may be somewhat different. They 
should be officially measured by a registered member of a profession prescribed by 
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the BC Conservation Data Centre, and then if proven to qualify, registered in the 
British Columbia Registry of Big Trees. In addition to that, they at least deserve to 
be certified and tagged as having local "heritage status" and then they should be 
permanently given special protection (along with enough companions to prevent 
blow-down). 

Here is a current extract from the Douglas fir component of the BC Registry of Big Trees 
(with our unregistered Royal Roads findings inserted in italics): 

SPECIES CIRCUMFERENCE HEIGHT CROWN LOCATION 
(M) 

~ 

(M) SPREAD(M) 

Douglas Fir 13.28 73.8 22.8 Red Creek Tree @ San Juan 
(Coastal) 
" 11.6 74.37 21 Shawnigan Lake Prov. Park 
" 10.67 72.26 19.51 Crown Creek- Ca}Jilano W '-
" 8.10 94.3 17.3 Coquitlam Watershed 
" 7.81 ? ? Royal Roads 
" 7.70 ? ? Royal Roads 
" 7.50 ? ? Royal Roads 
" 7.40 ? ? Royal Roads 
" 7.36 ? ? Royal Roads 
" 7.20 ? ? Royal Roads 
" 7.12 ? ? Royal Roads 
" 5.87 82.93 N/a Puntledg_e River Tree 
" 7.01 52.5 20.2 Elk/Beaver Lake Park 

There are not many pure old growth stands of trees left on the site, but there are large 
areas where old growth trees (over 250 years old) still dominate, in spite of some long 
ago logging. Generally most of the forested parts of the site have not been logged in over 
100 years. On one part of the site a local cord wood cutter is reported to have lacked 
adequate equipment and the need to extract large trees, and so left them all, cutting only 
small diameter trees. 

While considering the size of the old forest giants found along coastal BC when 
Europeans arrived (example, the Mercer Creek Douglas fir, at 5.36 meters in diameter) 
we were struck by how few of such size are on record anywhere. Few of the oldest trees 
and the old stumps we have ever found, here and on many other sites in this region, 
remotely approach the old record holders. In part this must be accounted for by variances 
from ideal soil, moisture, heat, light and pest free conditions, and from the genetic 
conditions that produced the largest trees. However, is that enough to account for the fact 
that after 6 years of searching in this area, the largest Douglas fir tree or stump we have 
ever found is only half the diameter of the all-time record holder? Are there other 
explanations? 
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Generally the forest that has re-grown or continued growing during the I 00 years or more 
since early logging took place, is well on its way toward healthy, balanced old forest 
status. That is, it has a variety of well developed and integrated native species, in a large 
enough block to provide excellent habitat for a location so close to a large urban centre. 
This could well be the Stanley Park of the future for the Western Communities. In 
particular we would like to draw attention to the high quality of forest conditions 
northwest of the Grant Building, a sloping area which may be threatened by future 
expansion of university campus infrastructure. We suggest any campus expansion be, 
instead, directed toward already heavily disturbed parts of the site. 

"500 Year" Catastrophic Earthquake Impacts on Old Forests: 

We consulted the Pacific Science Centre about the possible impact of major earthquakes 
where old forests exist on deep glacial deposits (for soil liquefaction and amplified wave 
effects). We were told that the last huge earthquake (up to 9 on the Richter scale), 
occurred on January 26, 1700. We asked what impact this would likely have on the 
forest giants on this kind of ground, and in particular, could it have given the whole 
forest a fresh and evenly aged restart. The response was, that is unlikely, however many 
trees may fall and many more tree tops would be whip-lashed off. We noted that most of 
the largest (and possibly oldest) trees on this site have broken off tops. We think it may 
be worthwhile for further research to be done on this subject before more of the 
existing old living giants the old forest stumps disintegrate further. 

Develop New Tree Age Testing Technology: 

In the above context, we think a further worthy research project for an appropriate 
institution to undertake, would be to develop an ultra-sound or seismic tree scope, 
with an attached digital calculator that can accurately and immediately detect and 
count tree rings and give instant age, density and other relevant data readouts. This 
might have many uses and be commercially viable. It would be faster than coring and 
would eliminate the current risk of facilitating the entry of pathogens and insects. 

Invasive Species and Dumping: 

Generally on the west side of the site there are fewer invasive species in the forest than 
on the east side. However on too many parts of the site for us to have mapped, there are 
intense invasions of exotic species that threaten to overwhelm native species there. In 
addition to Broom and Himalayan blackberries in the dry open meadows there are large 
and no doubt rapidly spreading patches of the three opportunistic evergreens: Daphne 
!aureola, Ivy and Holly which is particularly ubiquitous throughout the forested areas. In 
addition, on the east side of the site, along College Drive, there are old plantings of 
ornamental exotic trees, shrubs and ground covers that are spreading into the forest 
(particularly the evergreen varieties). 

In the forest, all along and within throwing distance of the fence separating Belmont Park 
housing estate form this site, there has been random dumping of"modem midden". 
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We suggest the University encourage both students and those members of the 
community who care deeply about Hatley Park Estate, to organize volunteer efforts 
to systematically eradicate these invasive species and clean up the dumped debris, 
over an appropriate time period. 

Areas in Need of Ecological Restoration: 

The following aspects of this site are in need of early efforts to restore appropriate 
natural ecosystems, so they cel!se to be dumping grounds and weed patches that 
threaten the surrounding forests: 

1. the inactive gravel pit; 
2. the former trap shooting range; . 
3. the former septic field, near the military housing estate (northwest part of the site); 
4. the former pistol range along the road, northwest of building #22; 
5. the invasive species covered meadows, northwest of the north end ofHeatherbell Rd. 

As a matter of academic interest with respect to this issue, the University may wish to 
consider, in the light of global warming and apparent climate change, which native 
species are most likely continue to survive and flourish here and which may not. 
They might also consider what western North American species are most likely to . . 
migrate and establish here, in these newly emergent climate conditions, in the fullness of 
time. Those species could be considered, to maintain ecological diversity, in any 
restoration plan. 

High Density Urban Developments Next to Royal Roads: 

As a matter of broader community interest, we wonder how well Colwood, Langford and 
the CRD have researched the mega-earthquake risks of loading a lot ofhigher density, 
possibly high rise developments adjacent to Royal Roads, on the apparently deep glacial 
deposits comprising the Col wood delta. We wonder if the science of earthquake effects 
is well enough advanced for the precautionary principle to warrant this kind of 
community development here. We raise this only because <f:evelopmentsjust beyond the 
site boundaries will ultimately affect the site. 

However, plans to proceed with such developments appear to be well established. 
Lifestyles there (especially in light of the Kyoto Agreement), will increasingly involve 
abandonment of the suburban bungalow, in favour of shared buildings and shared 
recreational green spaces. Therefore it appears extremely important to take a strong 
stand now on preserving all of the natural aspects of the Royal Roads site. It is well 
endowed to become the future "Stanley Park" of this area. 

Most Remote Outpost of Sitka Spruce: 
In the riparian area adjacent to Esquimalt Lagoon, by the Family Centre boundary, there 
is a small patch of Sitka spruce (about a dozen trees up to an age of about 100). There is 
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another lone Sitka spruce, on a semi dry zone in the nearby riparian area. We believe 
these may comprise the most remote outpost of this species (from its core habitat) on 
southeast Vancouver Island. At least they are very rare here, and attach importance to 
this site. 

Some Other Species of Interest: 

Patches of trailing snowberry (Symphoricarpos mollis), while not often seen on other 
sites in the region, are common on this site (example -west of the tennis court on Mayne 
Ave.). A limited amount of Soopolallie (Shepherdia canadensis) was found on the fringe 
of Esquimalt Lagoon, east of the mouth of Cottonwood Creek, just below the best known 
shell midden area on this site (already referred to under Newly Identified Archeological 
Features). 

If it has not already done so as part of its custodial responsibilities at Royal Roads, we 
suggest the University, either as part of student academic assignments, or purely as 
a student volunteer project, undertake a complete inventory of the native plant 
species to be found on this site. 

Corrected Road & Shore Mapping Errors: 

For convenience of communication about them, on our maps we have labeled and 
numbered all vehicle service roads on the site. The labels are contained in an indented 
rectangle symbol, embedded in the mapped roads. They signify whether paved (Rl) or 
graveled (R2), and containing provisional road numbers, (not all were named or clearly 
named on the maps provided to us). 

While mapping the ecology and related features of this site, we corrected the erroneous 
routing of some roads, from their locations shown on the base maps we were provided 
with. The errors or omissions corrected were: 

1. the location of the north portal to paved road #2, of gravel road #27 (map #2); 
2. the eastward extension of graveled road #26, from the southern turn around loop 

on road #27 (toward the Cavendish Estate), has been added to map #2; 
3. the course of the currently used connection of road #3 from road #23 to road #4, 

has been added to map #3; 
4. contrary to the base map, on map #3, no other road (apart from road #3) runs 

southward from the junction of roads #3 and #23; 
5. on map #3, the location of road #6 to road #7 and to the military housing estate, 

was corrected; 
6. on map #3, the location and terminus of the north end of road #23; 
7. on maps #4 & #5, the western service road, along Wishart, has been eliminated; 

and 
8. on map #5, the course of gravel road #13 is different from that shown on the base 

map. 
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We found that the position of the Esquimalt Lagoon shoreline on the base maps, does not 
coincide with the GPS readings we were getting. The average variance places the 
shoreline about 25 meters too far southeast. We did not attempt to correct this, thus 
ecosystem polygon boundaries, roads and other feature locations are somewhat distorted 
in this area. 

Walking Trails Mapped: 

We also mapped all the trails on the site. Given that the trails on the site are open to the 
public, which we strongly commend the University for, we recommend that trail maps be 
made available, showing significant and interesting features on the site that would not 
likely be damaged during any educational/recreational use. We suggest that all trails be 
named or numbered, both on signage and on the maps, to facilitate clear 
communication about them. We have tentatively done this on the maps we have 
provided (by way of a small circle embedded in the dashed trail route, signifying trail 
[R3] and a trail number), not being aware whether anything like this has already been 
done. We also suggest the following new trail and trail extensions: 

• Map #3 - extend trail #9, west to R1 #4 at its junction with R2 #21 and R2 #22; 
• Map #3 - extend trail #13, southwest to the above extension of trail #9; and 
• Map #4: trail #24, southeast of R2 # 2 to R2 # 13; 

CONCLUSIONS: 

The undeveloped parts of Hatley Park Estate (approximately 175 ha), are mainly 
comprised of older forest (never logged or has been regenerating for over 100 years) and 
contains substantial elements of true old growth forest, including six of the top ten largest 
diameter Douglas fir trees in this province; In general, these forests remain in 
surprisingly undisturbed and apparently healthy condition. From an ecological 
standpoint, they are diverse, interesting and provide habitat for a wide range of creatures, 
ranging up to deer and cougar at the top end of predator/prey pyramid. 

The post glacial Colwood delta out-wash plateau, upon which the upper part of the site 
rests, acts as a large aquifer, steadily supplying a wide riparian (seepage) zone along the 
lower shoreline margins of the site, on a year round basis. This by itself is rich habitat, 
and also is likely vital as the fresh water supplier that helps maintain balance in the 
apparently rich ecological regime in Esquimalt Lagoon. 

In our view Victorians (particularly residents of the Western Communities) are very 
fortunate that this rich natural legacy from our forested past, remains so intact and in such 
good condition, so close to what is becoming a major sector of this urban community. 
The richly detailed composition of this site, as revealed to us through this survey, has 
persuaded us that it would be an ecological and social tragedy if it is not permanently 
protected as part of our legacy to future generations. Let not greed, ignorance or 
indifference ovenvhelm and destroy this remaining, still commonly held rich 
natural heritage. 
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YNHS GREEN SPACES PROJECT; SENSITIVE ECO-SYSTEMS INVENTORY CODES 
(With further codes to describe all (polygon) areas and most other features on sites of interest.) 

These codes are adapted from Sensitive Ecosystems Inventory definitions of the Conservation Data Centre. 

GEN. 
ES. 
CODE 

CB 

HT 

OF 

DECODE: 
GENERAL 
ECO-SYS. 
TYPE 

Coastal 
bluff. 

Terrestrial 
herbaceous. 

ITALICIZED GENERAL & SUB-CODES ITEMS WERE ADDED BY VNHS) 
November, 2002 

SUPPLEMENTARY SUB- FURTHER SUB-ECOSYSTEM TYPE OPTIONS 
EXPLANATION OF TYPE FOR SUB-DIVIDING & REFINING GENERAL 
GENERAL ECOSYSTEM CODES ECOSYSTEM POLYGON DESCRIPTIONS. 
TYPE 

With limited tree cover. 1.-- Coastal cliff- rock. 
2.-- Coastal cliff- eroding sediments. 
3.---- Coastal cliff- stable sediments. 
4.-- Vegetated rocky islet. 
5.-- Rocky shoreline - grass dominates. 
- Rocky shoreline - moss dominates. 
6.--
-

Open wildflower meadows 1.-- Grass/forbs/moss with <I 0% trees & <20% shrubs. 
on grassy &/or bryophytic 2.---- Grass/forbs/moss with <I 0% trees & <200/o shrubs 
hilltops. Minimal tree cover. with rock outcrops. 

3.--- Grass/forbs/moss areas with more than 20% shrub 
cover. 

4.-- 80 to 100% invasive shrubs, forbes or grass cover. 
5.-- 25 to 80% invasive shrubs, forbes, or grass cover. 

When appropriate, add "woodland" sub-codes to 
describe any significant tree cover. 

Older forest. Dominant class age over I 00 1.--- Coniferous with <I5% broadleaf. 
years. 2. ----- Coniferous with >15% broadleaf. 

3. ---- True old growth (over 250 years old). 
4. ------ Partly cleared, but over /00 years ago. Still some 

old growth. 
5.---- All cleared, but over 100 years ago. 
6. ------ Partly cleared under 100 years ago. OF trees still 

dominate. 
7. ------ Open forest. Douglas Firs dominate, but with weak 

Oak & Arbutus woodland characteristics. 
8. ------- Seasonally damp or wet forested depression, 

drainage trough, gully or lowland, with mixed soils. 
Choked with dense, non riparian, shrubs. 

9.----- Uncharacteristically dominant patches of water 
loving tree species on apparently well drained slopes. 
Suggests a hidden, constant water source. 

I 0. ----- Spontaneous forest re-growth on sites believed to 
have been once cleared (cut &lor burning), then later 
abandoned by I" Nations communities. 



RI Riparian Flood-plain vegetation 1.-- Sparcelbryoid (moss/lichen dominated, <10% treed, 
adjacent to lakes, rivers, <200/o shrub/herb, or non-vegetated). 
streams & gullies (includes 2.-- Herb dominated ( <20% shrub, <1 0% treed). 
seepages). 3.-- Shrub/herb (>200/o shrub, <1 00/o treed). 

4.--- Pole sapling (trees> 10m tall, densely stocked, 10-40 
years old). 

5.-- Young forest (self thinning evident, 40-80 years 
old). 

6.--- Mature forest (80 to 250 years old). '- ~· 

7.-- Old forest (over 250 years old). 
8.-- Semi-riparian, in seasonally dry troughs & gullies. 
9.-- With a trembling aspen grove. 
10.-- Broad flowing seepage zone (emerging along & 

downslope from the base of a water retentive 

e plateau), ultimately gathering into little rivulets & 
then streams with occasional braided longitudinal (to 
the slope) sediment/biotic soil bars of slightly higher 

.11.-
ground. 
Seepage actively undermining a sedimentary 
escarpment. 

sv Sparsely 1.-- Inland cliffs & bluffs. 
vegetated 2.-- Sand dunes. 

3.-- Spit 
4.--- Tidal beaches & immediate rear shore. 
5.-- Tidal mud flats. 

WN Wetland An ecosystem with wet soil 1.-- ftu - sphagnum moss dominated, acidic, cut off 
and moisture dependent from nutrient rich ground-waters. 
plants: 2.- fm - an ecologically diverse peat wetland whose 

non-stagnant water source is run-off from adjacent 
nutrient rich uplands. 

3.- M!nh - a fresh water/estuarine/saline, nutrient rich 
wetland, periodically inundated. 

4.--- Swamp -periodic flooding & nearly permanent sub-
surface water in mixes or organic & mineral soils (has 
better aeration than fens). 

5.--- Shallow water - (permanent) ofless than 2m depth 
in mid-summer. Includes ponds & sloughs. 

6.--- Wet meadows- herbaceous wetlands on mineral 
materials, periodically saturated, but rarely inundated. 
After seasonal saturation, water table drops below 
rooting zone. 

7.--- With a trembling aspen grove. 

WD Woodland Open stands of Garry Oak or 1.-- Dominant Arbutus. 
Arbutus and mixed stands of 2.- Dominant Garry Oak. 
Garry Oak/ Arbutus/Douglas 3.- Mixed stand of Arbutus & Garry Oak. 
Fir. 4.- Mixed stand Garry Oak & Douglas Fir. 

5.-- Mixed stand of Arbutus & Douglas Fir. 
6.-- Mixed Oak, Arbutus & Douglas Fir. 
7;- Douglas Fir component is >I 00 years old but does 

not dominate the canopy layer. 

FS Seasonally Land modified for I. ----- Actively used for agriculture. 
flooded agricultural purposes. May 2. ----- Not actively used for agriculture. 
agricultural not still be used for 
field. agriculture. 



SG Second Forested eco-system with 1.- Dominant coniferous. 
growth dominant age class 0 - I 00 2.- Mixed coniferous. Broadleaf component > I5%. 
forest years (SEI defines the 3.- Dominant broad/eaf. 

sensitive aspect of this 4.-- 0 to 60 years old. 
category as only 60 to I 00 5.- 60 to I 00 years old. 
years old): 6.-- Dominant second growth. Was partly cleared, but 

has a minority of surviving older forest trees. 
7.- Open SG forest with weak woodland characteristics 

(dominant Douglas Fir, but plenty of weaker Oak 
&lor Arbutus be/ow/among the Fir canopy). 
Trending toward true SG. 

8.-- Seasonally damp or wet forested depression, 
drainage trough, gully or lowland, with mixed soils. 
Choked with dense, non riparian. shrubs. 

9.-- Recent (less than 100 years) spontaneous forest re-
growth on sites thought to have been long ago 
cleared (cut and/or burning) & later abandoned by 
I" Nations communities. 

M Abandoned Un-groomed, abandoned I.--- Abandoned fields & meadows. 
meadows agricultural fields and 2.- Abandoned orchards. 

related clearings. Re- 3. -- Abandoned gardens. 
generating mixed invasive & 4. -- 80 to I 00% invasive shrubs, forbes or grass cover. 
natural species. 5.--- 25 to 80% invasive shrubs, forbes, or grass cover. 

G Groomed Active agricultural fields & I.-- Active agricultural. 
disturbance pastures, and community 2.- Recreational/athletic. 

recreational & 3.- Groomed for visual aesthetic purposes. 
infrastructure clearings 4.--- Erosion stabilization plantations. 
(other than seasonally 5.--- Cemeteries & misc. 
flooded agricultural fields). 6.--- Older forest trees remain, but natural shrub & 

ground layers replaced by mown gras. 

L Unrestored Natural ecology 1.-- Soil, rock & debris dumping. 
landfill, unrecovered. Hosts many 2.--- Gravel &lor rock quarry. 
quarry or invasive species. 3. -- Ditching. 
utility 4. ---- Large gas, water or sewer corridor. 
corridor. 5. ----- Electricity transmission corridor. 

c Unrestored Now mixed spontaneous I.---- Commercially logged. 
clear-cuts & regeneration of native and 2.--- Land clearing for "development". 
other forest invasive species. Includes 3. ----- Cleared road rights of way. 
clearings. human caused serious 4. ---- Former building sites & yards. 

erosion areas. 5. ----- Old I" Nations burn clearings on soil deposits 
around the fringes of south facing HT eco-systems. 
No forest regeneration and now mainly dominated by 
invasive species with some native shrubs. 

6. ----- Much former wear"(unrestored) and then 
abandonment after military or other government or 
public institutional us. 

7. ---- Reason for clearing not now apparent. 
8. ----- 80 to IOO% invasive shrubs.forbes or grass cover. 
9. ----- 25 to 80% invasive shrubs, forbes, or grass cover. 

D Naturally I. ----- Unrestoredforestfire area. 
destroyed & 2. ----- Land slide areas. 
unrestored 3. ----- Forest blow-downs (partial). 
eco-systems. 4. ----- Forest blow-downs (complete). 

5. ----- Natural erosion zones. 

H Naturally Spontaneous re-growth, or I. ----- Mainly native species. 
generated uncleared natural 2. ----- Afixed native & invasive species. 
hedges. shrub/tree/small botany 3. ----- }vfainly invasive species. 

hedges or rough zones (often 
along boundaries) 



R Roads, 1.- Paved road. 
trails, paths, 2.- Gravel Road. 
driveways& 3.- Functioning trail or path. 
appurtenanc 4.- Abandoned logging/other road or trail. 
es. 5. -- Driveway. 

6. -- Associated rock or earth cut. 
7.-- Associated fill (embankment, unrestored;). 
8. -- Plantations of alien aesthetic species. 
9. - Bridges/culverts in use. 
10.-- Bridges/culverts- abandoned. 

B Building Any of buildings, yards, 1.- Home or h9me outbuilding. 
zones. driveways, parking & 2.-- Commercial/industria/ building. 

related uses. 3. -- Institutional building. . 4.-- Home yard, driveway, parking, etc. 
5.- Commercial/institutional building's infrastructure 

(outdoor sewage treatment facilities, equipment 
storage yards, parking lots, etc. 

6.-- Abandoned buildings or unrestored sites of 
demolished buildings. 



VNHS GREEN SPACES PROJECT: HERITAGE AND SPECIAL TREES ("H") 
I I 

SITE NAME: Royal Roads University DATE COMPLETED: December 31, 2002 COMPLETED BY: NM 

I 
CODES FOR [HTS] RATIFIED HERITAGE TREES: I 

A = any two of outstanding age, size or specimen. 
B - Rare or unique species, locally: unusual form for the species. 
C = Of historical significance. "I 
D = Heritage group. Groups or rows of unusual or outstanding trees. I 

E = Heritage area. Specific larger locales with various outstanding trees. 
I 

CODES FOR OTHER SPECIAL TREES SELECTED BY VNHS, BUT NOT RATIFIED BY THE H.T.S: I 
Same categories and codes as used by HTS, but codes followed by an astrix [ * ]. 

I 

TREE LOCATIONS: If within an observation area, supplv the O.A. number, otherwise supply both UTM coordinates. I 

SPECIES 
ITEM OBS. UTM UTM CODE HTS VNHS I 
REF. AREA Easting Northing SPECIES NAME ![OMIT] CODE CODE COMMENTS 
H-1 465,100 5,365,172 Douglas fir A Diameter- 2.35m. 
H-2 465,338 5,364,840 Douglas fir A Diameter- 2.01m. I 
H-3 464,496 5,364,820 Douglas fir A Diameter - 2.39m. I 

Mixed cedar, Many large old cedars and hemlocks, over 
H-4 464,450 5,364,750 Hemlock, fir E several hectares. I 

Very tidy second growth trees on former I 

H-5 464,225 5,364,825 Douglas fir E Chinese labouer's camp. 
Broad Leaf I H-6 464,125 5,364,675 Maple A Contorted, photogenic specimen. 

H-7 464,455 5,364,080 Douglas fir A Diameter- 2.36m. 
H-8 464,530 5,364,078 Douglas fir A Diameter - 2.49m. I 

Diameter- 2.27m. Also holds a large I 
H-9 464,100 5,364,020 Douglas fir A eagles nest. 
H-10 463,845 5,364,117 Douglas fir A Diameter- 2.45m. 

Mixed cedar, I 
H-11 463,900 5,364,100 Hemlock & fir E Many large old cedars and Hemlocks. 

H-12 464,050 5,363,942 Douglas fir 
Diameter 2.23m. Low heay limbs and 

A !gnarled. I 
Smaller trees once logged, but all old 

H-13 464,200 5,363,450 Douglas firs E I growth trees survived, over a large area. 

H-14 464,725 5,364,000 Sitka spruce B 
Vanguard of this species on S.E. Vancouver! 
island. 
Patch of a dozen of these trees - vanguard 

H-15 464,865 5,363,850 Sitka spruce D on S.E. vancouver Island. I 
H-16 465,545 5,364,700 Douglas fir A Diameter 2.05m. _I 
H-17 464,100 5,364,058 Douglas fir A Diameter - 2.29m. 
H-18 464,975 5,365,230 Douglas fir A Diameter 2.00m. I 

H-19 I 
H-20 
H-21 
H-22 J 
H-23 
H-24 
H-25 J 
H-26 
H-27 
H-28 J 
H-29 I 

H-30 
- H-31 J 



i VNHS GREEN SPACES PROJECT: OTHER NATURAL FEATURES OF INTEREST - ("I"} 

SITE NAME: Royal Roads University DATE COMPLETED: December 31, 2002 COMPLETED BY: NM 

. FEATURE CODES: WT =Wildlife tree[s]; DW =Downed Wood; SP =Spring or Seepage area; VI= Impressive Views; 
SW = Seasonal Watercourse; SR = Seasonal Riparian; MS = Rare Mutant Spiecies. 
KA = Karsts; GE = unusuaVnotable geology; OT = Other. .. 

I 

Quantitv/Scale Codes: 1 = much; 2 = some; 3 = one or few; 4 = no judgement made. 

FEATURE LOCATIONS: If within an "Observation Area", supply the O.A. #,otherwise supply both UTM coordinates. 
~ 

ITEM TYPE OBS. QUANTITY IS 
I REF. CODE AREA# UTM Easting_ UTM Northing CALE COMMENTS 

1-1 VI 465,065 5,365,142 3 5m high waterfall. Winter spectacle. 
~ 

Hillside/hilltop dominated by cedars. Water source 
1-2 OT 

. ., 
465,150 5,364,985 2 unknown. 

... 

1-3 SP 465,225 5,364,825 1 Very large seepage zone. Wet year-round. 
Large seepage zone with possible creeping 

i 1-4 SP 465,150 5,364,860 2 escarpment. .. 

Two seepage zones with possible creeping 
1-5 SP 465,130 5,365,160 2 escarpments. 

Kettle (post glacial ice tense) in natural condition. 
1-6 GE 464,385 5,364,815 3 Wet bottom. 
1-7 OT 464,335 5,364,705 3 Raptor nest. .. .. 

1-8 OT 464,350 5,364,670 3 Raptor nest. 
1-9 GE 463,900 5,363,725 3 Kettle (post glacial ice tense) in natural condition. 

Sample part of several hundred meters of creeping 
1-10 GE 464,225 5,363,750 1 forest/seepage boundarry ecarpment. 

Sample of part of large year-round seepage supplier 
1-11 SP 464,350 5,363,700 1 to Esquimalt Lagoon. 
1-12 SP 464,450 5,363,600 1 As above. 
1-13 SP 464,500 5,364,150 1 As above. 
1-14 SP 464,850 5,364,000 1 As above. 

Sample of "dry island" forest, caused by down-slope 
1-15 GE 464,700 5,364,000 2 drainage to creek system. 

- Sample of the many creeks originating in the -. seepage zone, that influence Esquimalt Lagoon's 
1-16 OT 464,900 5,363,940 1 water quality. 
1-17 
1-18 
1-19 
1·20 
1-21 
1-22 

. 1-23 
1-24 
1-25 
1-26 
1-27 
1-28 
1-29 
1-30 
1-31 
1-32 



VNHS GREEN SPACES PROJECT: NEGATIVE SITE FEATURES ("N") 
I I I I I I 

SITE NAME: Royal Roads University DATE COMPLETED: December 31, 2002 COMPLETED BY: NM 

I I I I I I 
FEATURE CODES: RE =Recent erosion; FD =flood damage; TR- tramplingdamage; EP =excessive pathways; 
TO = trash dumping; SO - rock or soil dumping; NE - neighbour encroachment; FS = fire scars; DO = destructive ditching; 
rl = dangerous Wire; VF - vandalized natural features; V = vandalized structures; BD = recent blow-down; ON = other negatiV• 

QUANTITY/SCALE CODES: 1 = much; 2 = some; 3 = one or few; 4 = no judgement made. 

FEATURE LOCATIONS: If within an "Observation Area", supply the OA #, otherwise supply both UTM coordinates. 

ITEM TYPE OBS. QUANTITY IS 
REF. CODE AREA UTM Easting UTM Northing CALE COMMENTS 
N-1 ON 465,180 5,364,985 2 A patch of dead and dying Douglas firs. 
N-2 ON 464,990 5,365,075 2 Ivy - out of control. 

IN-3 
. Introduced ornamental species, turned 

ON 465,175 5,364,870 1 invasive. 
N-4 ON 465,130 5,364,750 1 As above. 
N-5 ON 465,250 5,364,935 1 As above. 

Sample of the invasive holly treelets found all 
N-6 ON 465,250 5,364,700 1 over the site. 
N-7 TD 465,300 5,365,000 1 Found all along this boundarY_ fence. 
N-8 SD 465,340 5,364,525 2 Gravel/soil dumping on native vegetation. 
N-9 RE 465,400 5,364,870 2 Ditched sandy soil, now eroding. 

I N-10 
Location of Belmont Park boundary fence not 

ON 465,400 5,364,920 1 accurately mapped. 
I N-11 ON 465,175 5,365,200 2 Boundary on base map, in error. 
N-12 ON 465,325 5,364,857 2 Base map road junction depiction, in error. 
N-13 BD 464,150 5,364,300 1 Covers about .3 hectare. 
N-14 BD 464,000 5,364,060 1 Covers about .3 hectare. 

Unrestored former neighbourhood septic field 
1 N-15 ON 464,450 5,364,925 2 with recent dumping. 

I N-16 
Unrestored former pistol range, with recent 

ON 464,475 5,364,550 2 dumping. 
N-17 ON 464,250 5,364,600 1 Unrestored former trap shooting range 

I N-18 ON 464,050 5,363,700 1 Unrestored former gravel pit. 
Unrestored, invasive species covered, 

N-19 ON 464,550 5,363,900 1 abandoned agricultural area. 

I N-20 
One sample, like other invasive specied 

ON 464,440 5,363,825 1 dominated meadows. 
N-21 

I N-22 
I N-23 

N-24 
I N-25 



VNHS GREEN SPACES PROJECT: ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL FEATURES ("A") t 

I 
:] SITE NAME: Royal Roads University** Date Completed: December 31, 2002 ** Completed by: NM 

FEATURE CODES- (add* to signify 1st nations) GC =grave cairn; FO =fortification; SM =old shell midden; -UP = old on-natural pit; CT = culturally modified tree; OA = old artifact; UF = unknown cultural artifact; ] MF = old culturally modified tree; BR = old building remnants; OS = other structural remnnants; 
AO = abandonned orchard; OF = other related features. 

QUALITY/SCALE CODES: 1 - many; 2 = few; 3 - one; 4 = present but no quantity/scale judgement made. ·] 
QUALITY CODES: A= well defined/presserved; B = Fair condition; C = poor condition; D = condition notjudged. -1 ... 
FEATURE LOCATIONS: If within an "Observation Area", supply the OA #,otherwise supply both UTM coordinates. 

·J ITEM FEAT. OBS. Quantity/ Quality 
REF. CODE AREA UTM Easting UTM Northing scale code COMMENTS 
A-1 MF 465,045 5,365,180 38 Adzchopped. _ 
A-2 MF 465,043 5,365,087 38 Adzchopped. ~JI 

Possible cedar bark removal. More m 
A-3 MF 465,055 5,365,060 38 site, not mapped. 
A-4 SM 465,040 5,365,070 3D Small midden -I A-5 SM 465,175 5,365,135 28 Under old tree roots. 15m wide. 
A-6 OF 465,200 5,365,100 3A Ideal hidden camp area (by midden). 
A-7 SM 465,300 5,364,835 2A Under large blown down tree. -1· 
A-8 OS 465,250 5,364,550 2D Old concrete pilings (maybe too recent) 

A-9 OF 465,450 5,364,473 38 
Very old sea lion bone found under J 
tree root (given to R8CM). 
Low ridge of abundant midden, in a flat 

A-10 SM 465,465 5,364,320 1 A shoreline area. • 
A-11 SM 465,450 5,364,360 1 A On a low ridge. • Fir bark planned off to human height.~ 
A-12 CT 465,475 5,364,475 . 1 A Several along R2, for 50 meters. -A-13 SM 465,490 5,364,355 2A On a low ridge. • A-14 SM 465,575 5,364,375 1 A At forest/shoreline. -A-15 SM 465,500 5,364,375 1 A Several outcrops. 
A-16 SM 465,500 5,364,418 1 A Several outcrops. • A-17 SM 465,625 5,364,440 1 A At base oof old trees. • 
A-18 CT 465,650 5,364,445 3 8 Fir bark planed off to human height. 
A-19 SM 465,675 5,364,490 28 

Fir bark planned off to human heightJ A-20 CT 465,744 5,364,464 3A 
A-21 CT 465,762 5,364,464 3A Fir bark planned off to human height. 
. Under toppled Douglas fir at edge of I 
A-22 SM 465,725 5,364,445 2A R2. 

Associated with fresh water source in 
A-23 SM 464,375 5,364,848 38 bottom of a kettle (ice lense). .-r Site of Chinese labourers' 
A-24 OF 464,225 5,364,825 40 encampment. 
A-25 

I A-26 
A-27 
A-28 

I A-29 
A-30 
A-31 

I A-32 
A-33 
A 'lA 
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LARGEST SPECIMENS OF TREE SPECIES 

NATIVE TO SOUTHEAST VANCOUVER ISLAND 

Pi = 3.1416 (divide circumference to get diameter) 

1 foot = .3048m 

SPECIES RAM.@ HEIGHT I STATUS SOURCE 

BH (M) (M) 

J 1 I I I -·•·¥--------··-··-·----·---------- .;----· ----· -

1 Douglas fir Mercer 5.36 ? As measured in 1923 WC2&BC 

Creek FORESTRY 

ASSN. (1986) 

I II I Westholme F~l Ble~downin1913 
. ~" ... 

II 

~~:-------·-------~;~~ Valle~~4.33 ~~ Felled in 1902 I II 

t-==l_vnnii•=-F~ Felled in 1909 II 

---· ---



7 " Red Creek 3.99 74 ? (from Port Renfrew " 

(San Juan junction, double back 

River valley) 2.4km, then left on 

Red Creek Mainline 

for 14.5 km. Follow 

left fork on foot (old 

rail line). Get 

permission. 

8 U II -top broken Queets 4.40 67.36 ? " 
off (2.04 m diam. (Olympic 

at break level) Nat. Park) 

~~ " I Koksilah 13,87 .. . Cl Bl~~~ow~in 1979 _ .~. __ _ _ ... 

l1 0 ~r-_·_ . ...;..· ~-----'-----·--'-'-'--'----"--'-=-,r--~--le_x.._R_u-'-s~s"'"'"e"-11 '""'~~r-r-Fe'"'""l-'-le"""d"-in~1 =88"'""6"'-'-'-"--"=+= .. =====""'l 



12 II 

13 Red cedar 

Brummet 

(Oregon) 

Cheewhat 

Lake (Pac. 

Rim Pk.) 

3.5 

5.8 

100 

55.5 

? 

Still extant 

Still standing (may be 

in Qualicum Beach) 

Michael Nickels 

of Seven 

Ravens Tree 

Nursery on 

Saltspring. Nov. 

17, 2002 Times 

Colonist 

II 

II ~ " French 12.92 est. ~ 
I Creek I 
r;.....A-rb-u-tu_s ____ ,._S_a_lt-sp-r-in-g--:p-rr-~-&-~-ld_F_a_rm_h_ou_s_e __ ,__ll ______ l 

16 Douglas Fir - top Royal 

broken off Roads #1 

2.74 ? Still extant. Note: % 

of the Mercer Creek 

Tree 

VNHS'GSP 



Note From Andy MacKinnon 

BC's Register of Big Trees is at: http://srmwww.gov.bc.ca/cdc/register.htm. Most of BC's biggest Douglas-firs and western redcedars are not on 
the list you attached. There are also links on the Webpage to other big tree registers (so you can get out-of-province records), and nomination 
forms (if you find big trees you'd like to see on BC's register). 

Andy MacKinnon 
Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 
Ecosystem Conservation 
street address: Room 124, 780 Blanshard Street, Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X4 
mailing address: PO Box 9373, Stn. Prov. Govt., Victoria, B.C. V8W 9M3 
phone: (250-) 387-8684 
eel: (250-) 888-5799 
fax: (250-) 953-3481 
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